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However, Cynthia Wade’s situation is relatively special.

In any case, she is the eldest lady of the Wade Family, let alone how much property she can
inherit from the Wade Family in the future, her identity and resources in the Wade Family
alone contain powerful energy and benefits.

Therefore, since the class meeting, Rishab’s Father began to show great hospitality to Cynthia
Wade.

Although Cynthia Wade is already a half-old milf, he is still a woman after all.

Moreover, just like people say that a man is a teenager until his death, no matter how old a
woman is, she has a girlish heart.

In itself, Rishab’s Father is dignified and personable, and he is also the Patriarch of the Zhong
family. Although the grandfather of the Zhong family has many heirs, the overall strength of
the Zhong family is still considerable, much stronger than Cynthia Wade’s defeated in-laws, so
The whole is more in line with Cynthia Wade’s requirements for the other half.

Under Rishab’s Father’s meticulous all-round attack by a veteran of the love scene, Cynthia
Wade quickly fell into it, feeling that the whole person was glowing like a second spring.

As a result, the two people quietly hooked up together.

Rishab’s Father tried his best to make Cynthia Wade realize the feeling of love again, and
Cynthia Wade did give Rishab’s Father a lot of feedback on resources.

For Cynthia Wade, she was really affectionate for Rishab’s Father, and wanted to be with him
righteously when she was divorced. Although Rishab’s Father didn’t really like her, based on
Cynthia Wade’s identity and background, he also very much hoped to be able to Marry Cynthia
Wade into the house.

The reason why the two did not dare to take this step was mainly because Lord wade did not
let Cynthia Wade divorce.

Therefore, Cynthia Wade also had his own set of plans.

She was thinking, anyway, the old man can live in a few years, and she will not be divorced,
married or not, and she is not in a hurry for the past few years.

After all, although the two can’t make it public, they have been looking for various
opportunities to secretly pass the song. Since they can eat by stealing food, they don’t care
when the seats will start.



Moreover, if you don’t get married first, you can always cater to the father’s requirements
and make him happy, so you will have a greater chance of inheriting the inheritance in the
future.

Maybe when the old man is happy, he can allocate more inheritance to himself.

In this way, after getting the inheritance and then divorcing the original spouse and marrying
Rishab’s Father openly, wouldn’t he be completely perfect for the rest of his life?

It was precisely because Cynthia Wade really had a real feeling for Rishab’s Father that she
decided to call Isaac Cameron when she was obviously afraid of Charlie.

Coincidentally, Rishab at this time just took back his mobile phone.

After Charlie asked him to pass the phone to him, he threatened coldly: “Remember, you can
only call Your Aunt . If you dare to call the second person, I will interrupt your hand!”

Rishab was resentful in his heart, but how dare he pretend to be forceful on his face.

I can only nod honestly and say: “Don’t worry, I will call Aunt Cynthia!”

Charlie smiled and said, “Don’t forget to turn on the speaker!”

Rishab nodded angrily. As soon as he turned on his phone’s screen, he immediately found that
there were multiple APP pushes on his phone.

And with so many posts, the titles are all related to me!

Some are “Rishab made a mistake in buying fans again, and the live laughter is exposed!”

There is also “Rishab met three hundred warriors in Aurous Hill to pick up the plane, the scene
is chaotic, comparable to a blockbuster!”

There are even a few that wrote: “Rishab: I’m serious about buying fans!”, “Rishab: Buying
fans professionally for a hundred years!”, “Rishab: I don’t produce fans, I’m just fake fans.
porter!”

Seeing these push notifications, Rishab didn’t need to click to view the details, and knew that
this group of people must have posted their ugly attitude at the airport on the Internet!

Moreover, I was embarrassed at the airport. This kind of video may become popular once it
comes online…

Needless to think about it, netizens on the Internet are definitely launching a group of
mockery at themselves.

Maybe one’s own fame will be completely finished this time.

In the entertainment industry, there are occasional scandals that can be justified, but if the
scandal is too big, it may be difficult to have a chance to come back in this life.



Seeing him staring at the phone with a pale face, Charlie murmured, “What are you still doing
in a daze? Call now!”

Rishab’s aggrieved eyes blushed and he almost shed tears, but he managed to endure it,
immediately dialed Cynthia Wade’s phone, and then pressed the speaker again.
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